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Abstract—A few experimental investigations have shown that
evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are efficient for the minimum
label spanning tree (MLST) problem. However, we know little
about that in theory. In this paper, we theoretically analyze the
performances of the (1+1) EA, a simple version of EA, and a
simple multi-objective evolutionary algorithm called GSEMO on
the MLST problem. We reveal that for the MLSTb problem the
(1+1) EA and GSEMO achieve a b+1
2
-approximation ratio in
expected polynomial runtime with respect to n the number of
nodes and k the number of labels. We also find that GSEMO
achieves a (2 lnn)-approximation ratio for the MLST problem
in expected polynomial runtime with respect to n and k. At the
same time, we show that the (1+1) EA and GSEMO outperform
local search algorithms on three instances of the MLST problem.
We also construct an instance on which GSEMO outperforms the
(1+1) EA.
Index Terms—Evolutionary algorithm; runtime complexity;
approximation ratio; minimum label spanning tree; multi-
objective
I. INTRODUCTION
The minimum label spanning tree (MLST) problem is an
issue arising from practice, which seeks a spanning tree with
the minimum number of labels in a connected undirected
graph with labeled edges. This problem has many applica-
tions in real-life. For example, in communication networks, a
communication node may communicate with other nodes via
different types of channels, such as optic fiber, coaxial cable,
microwave, telephone line [1]. Given a set of communication
nodes, we want to find a spanning tree (a connected commu-
nication network) that uses the minimum possible number of
types of channels, which can reduce the construction cost and
the complexity of the network [2]. Another example is that the
MLST problem has been used in data compression to increase
compression rates [3], [4]. The MLST problem, proposed by
Chang and Leu, has been proved to be NP-hard [2].
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For this problem, Chang and Leu have proposed two
heuristic algorithms. One is the edge replacement algorithm,
ERA for short, and the other is the maximum vertex covering
algorithm, MVCA for short. Their experiments showed that
ERA is not stable, and MVCA is very efficient.
The genetic algorithm, belonging to the larger class of EAs,
is a general purpose optimization algorithm [5], [6], [7] with
a strong globally searching capacity [8]. So, Xiong, Golden,
and Wasil proposed a one-parameter genetic algorithm for
the MLST problem. The experimental results on extensive in-
stances generated randomly showed that the genetic algorithm
outperforms MVCA [9]. Nummela and Julstrom also proposed
an efficient genetic algorithm for solving the MLST problem
[10].
Besides, many methods have been recently proposed for
solving this NP-hard problem. Consoli and Moreno-Pe´rezb
proposed a hybrid local search combining variable neigh-
borhood search and simulated annealing [11]. Chwatal and
Raidl presented exact methods including branch-and-cut and
branch-and-cut-and-price [12]. Cerulli et al. utilized several
metaheuristic methods for this problem, such as simulated
annealing, reactive tabu search, the pilot method, and variable
neighborhood search [13]. Consoli et al. proposed a greedy
randomized adaptive search procedure and a variable neigh-
borhood search for solving the MLST problem [14].
Since both ERA and MVCA are two original heuristic
algorithms for the MLST problem, the worst performance
analysis of these two algorithms, especially MVCA, is a hot
research topic in recent years. Krumke and Wirth proved that
MVCA has a logarithmic performance guarantee of 2 lnn+1,
where n is the number of nodes in the input graph, and
presented an instance to show that ERA might perform as
badly as possible [15]. Wan, Chen, and Xu further proved that
MVCA has a better performance guarantee of ln(n   1) + 1
[16]. Xiong, Golden, and Wasil proved another bound on
the worst performance of MVCA for MLSTb problems, i.e.,
Hb =
Pb
i=1
1
i , where the subscript b denotes that each label
appears at most b times, and is also called the maximum
frequency of the labels [17].
The performance of MVCA on the MLST problem has been
deeply investigated. However, there is still no theoretical work
which focuses on the performance analysis of EAs for the
MLST problem, though a few experimental investigations have
shown that EAs are efficient for this problem.
Recently, the theoretical analysis of EAs’ performance on
combinatorial optimization problems has received much at-
tention. During the past few years, theoretical investigations
about EAs focused on the runtime for finding globally optimal
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solutions of combinatorial optimization problems or their
variants. These problems include plateaus of constant fitness
[18], linear function problems [19], [20], [21], minimum cut
problems [22], satisfiability problems [23], minimum spanning
tree problems [24], Eulerian cycle problems [25], Euclidean
traveling salesperson problems [26], the maximum matching
problem [27], and so on.
Nevertheless, many combinatorial optimization problems,
including the MLST problem, are NP-hard, and it is commonly
believed that there is no polynomial time algorithm for them.
Therefore, we usually only ask satisfying solutions to such NP-
hard problems in practice. Thus, we are interested in whether
an approximation solution with a given satisfying quality can
be efficiently obtained. In fact, the approximation performance
analysis of randomized heuristics, including EAs, on NP-hard
problems receives more and more attentions.
Oliveto, He, and Yao found that for minimum vertex cover
problems the (1+1) EA may find arbitrary bad approximation
solutions on some instances, but can efficiently find the mini-
mum cover of them by using a restart strategy [28]. Friedrich et
al. proved that the (1+1) EA may find almost arbitrarily bad
approximation solution for minimum vertex cover problems
and minimum set cover problems as well [29]. Witt proved
that in the worst case the (1+1) EA and the randomized local
search algorithm need an expected runtime O(n2) to produce
a 43 -approximation solution to the partition problem [30].
On the approximation performance of multi-objective EAs,
Friedrich et al. revealed that the multi-objective EA efficiently
finds an lnn-approximation solution to the minimum set
cover problem [29]. Neumann and Reichel found that multi-
objective EAs can find a k-approximation solution for the
minimum multicuts problem in expected polynomial runtime
[31]. Recently, Yu, Yao, and Zhou studied the approximation
performance of SEIP, a simple evolutionary algorithm with
isolated population, on set cover problems. They found that
SEIP can efficiently obtain an Hn-approximation solution
for unbounded set cover problems, and an (Hn   k 18k9 )-
approximation solution for k-set cover problems as well [32].
Though the MLST problem is NP-hard, and the minimum
spanning tree problem is in the complexity class P, both belong
to the problems of finding spanning trees with some measure
to be optimized. The measure of the MLST problem is the
number of labels used in the tree, whereas the measure of the
minimum spanning tree problem is the total weights of the
edges in the tree. The performance of EAs on the minimum s-
panning tree problem has been recently investigated. Neumann
and Wegener showed that the (1+1) EA solves the minimum
spanning tree problem in expected polynomial runtime [24].
They also showed that the minimum spanning tree problem
can be solved more efficiently via multi-objective optimization
[33]. Another spanning tree related problem is the multi-
objective minimum spanning tree problem, which is NP-hard.
Recently, the performance of EAs on this NP-hard problem
has also been theoretically investigated [34], [35]. However,
there is no theoretical work focusing on EAs’ performance for
the MLST problem.
In this paper, we concentrate on the performance analysis
of the (1+1) EA and GSEMO (a simple multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm with bit-wise mutation) for the MLST
problem. We analyze the approximation performances of the
(1+1) EA and GSEMO on the MLST problem. For the MLSTb
problem, We prove that the (1+1) EA and GSEMO are b+12 -
approximation algorithms. We also reveal that GSEMO can
efficiently achieve a (2 lnn)-approximation ratio for the MLST
problem. Though the MLST problem is NP-hard, we show
that on three instances the (1+1) EA and GSEMO efficiently
find their global optima, while local search algorithms may be
trapped in local optima. Meanwhile, we construct an additional
instance where GSEMO outperforms the (1+1) EA.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next
section describes the MLST problem, and the algorithms con-
sidered in this paper. Section III analyzes the approximation
performances of the (1+1) EA and GSEMO on the MLST
problem, while Section IV investigates the performances of
the (1+1) EA and GSEMO on four instances. Finally, Section
V concludes this paper and gives possible directions for further
research.
II. THE MLST PROBLEM AND ALGORITHMS
First of all, we give the concepts of spanning subgraph, the
MLST and MLSTb problems.
Definition 1: (Spanning subgraph) Let G = (V;E) and
H = (V 0; E0) be two graphs, where V (V 0) is the set of
nodes of G (H), and E (E0) is the set of edges of G (H). If
V 0 = V and E0  E, then H is a spanning subgraph of G.
Definition 2: (The MLST problem) Let G = (V;E; L)
be a connected undirected graph, where V , E, and L =
f1; 2; : : : ; kg are respectively the sets of n nodes, m edges,
and k labels. Each edge associates with a label by a surjective
function l : E ! L. The MLST problem is to seek a spanning
tree with the minimum number of labels in the input graph G.
From the definition of the MLST problem, it is easy to see
that each edge e 2 E has a unique label l(e) 2 L, and each
label in L has at least one edge associating with it.
Definition 3: (The MLSTb problem) For an MLST prob-
lem, if each label appears at most b times, then it is an MLSTb
problem.
Clearly, the MLSTb problem is a special case of the MLST
problem.
Our goal in this paper is to seek a connected spanning
subgraph with the minimum number of labels rather than
a spanning tree with the minimum number of labels, since
any spanning tree contained in such a spanning subgraph is
an MLST. This is an alternative formulation of the MLST
problem which has been adopted in papers [9], [10].
Since each edge has exactly one label, if a label is selected
then all edges with such a label have been selected. Therefore,
we aim to find a set of selected labels such that the edges with
these labels construct a spanning subgraph of the input graph
and the number of selected labels is minimized. Thus, a set
of selected labels is a solution.
Further, we encode a solution as a bit string X =
(x1; : : : ; xk) which has been used in [9], where k = jLj
and bit xi 2 f0; 1g corresponding to label i. If xi = 1(i =
1; 2; : : : ; k), then label i is selected, otherwise it is not. Thus,
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a bit string X represents a label subset, and jXj represents the
number of labels contained in X .
We consider the spanning subgraph H(X) of G, where
H(X) is a spanning subgraph restricted to edges with labels
that the corresponding bits in X are set to 1. We call a solution
X such thatH(X) is a connected spanning subgraph a feasible
solution. A feasible solution with the minimum number of
labels is a globally optimal solution.
For solving the MLST problem, the (1+1) EA uses a fitness
function. The fitness function is defined as
fit(X) = (c(H(X))  1)  k2 + jXj; (1)
where c(H(X)) is the number of connected components in
H(X), k is the total number of labels in L, and jXj =Pk
i=1 xi, i.e., the number of labels contained in X .
The fitness function should be minimized. The first target
is to make sure that H(X) is a connected spanning subgraph,
and the second target is to make sure that the number of labels
in the connected spanning subgraph is minimized.
Recall that a feasible solution X satisfies that H(X) is a
connected spanning subgraph, i.e., c(H(X)) = 1. Therefore,
the fitness value of a feasible solution equals to the number
of labels contained in it.
We also define the fitness vector for GSEMO as a vector
(c(H(X); jXj), where c(H(X)) and jXj are simultaneously
minimized by GSEMO.
The following algorithms are those considered in this paper.
Algorithm 1: The (1+1) EA for the MLST problem
01: Begin
02: Initialize a solution X 2 f0; 1gk uniformly at random;
03: While termination criterion is not fulfilled
04: Obtain an offspring Y by flipping each bit in X with
probability 1k ;
05: If fit(Y ) < fit(X) then X := Y ;
06: End while
07: End
The (1+1) EA starts with an arbitrary solution, and repeat-
edly uses mutation operator to generate an offspring solution
from the current one. If the offspring solution is strictly better
than the current one, then the (1+1) EA uses it to replace the
current solution.
Another algorithm for the MLST problem is the local search
algorithm with the 2-switch neighborhood (LS2N), which is
proposed by Bru¨ggemanna, Monnot, and Woeginger. We now
describe some concepts about it.
We useX1 X2 to denote the set of labels that are contained
in X1 but not in X2, where X1 and X2 are two solutions. For
example, if X1 = f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g and X2 = f1; 2; 3; 6g, then
we have X1   X2 = f4; 5g and X2   X1 = f6g. Thus, we
have jX1  X2j = 2 and jX2  X1j = 1.
Definition 4: [36](h-switch neighborhood) Let h  1 be
an integer, and let X1 and X2 be two feasible solutions
for some instance of the MLST problem. We say that X2
is in h-switch neighborhood of X1, denoted by X2 2 h-
SWITCH(X1), if and only if
jX1  X2j  h and jX2  X1j  h: (2)
In other words, X2 2 h-SWITCH(X1) means that X2
can be derived from X1 by first removing at most h labels
from X1 and then adding at most h labels to it.
LS2N: in algorithm 1, if the initial solution X is an arbitrary
feasible solution, and the offspring Y is selected from the 2-
switch neighborhood of X , then it is LS2N [36].
GSEMO has been investigated on covering problems [29],
minimum spanning tree problems [33], [34], [35], and also
pseudo-Boolean functions [37], [38]. GSEMO for the MLST
problem is described as follows.
Algorithm 2: GSEMO for the MLST problem
01: Begin
02: Initialize a solution X 2 f0; 1gk uniformly at random;
03: P  fXg;
04: While termination criterion is not fulfilled
05: Choose a solution X from P uniformly at random;
06: Obtain an offspring Y by flipping each bit in X with
probability 1k ;
07: If Y is not dominated by 8X 2 P then
08: Q := fXjX 2 P; and Y dominates X g;
09: P  P [ fY g nQ;
10: End if
11: End while
12: End
In algorithm 2, P is a population used to preserve those
solutions which cannot be dominated by any other from the
population. The concept of dominance is defined as follows.
Suppose that the fitness vectors of solutions X and Y are
(c(H(X)); jXj) and (c(H(Y )); jY j), respectively. We say that
X dominates Y , if one of the following two conditions is
satisfied:
(1) c(H(X)) < c(H(Y )) and jXj  jY j;
(2) c(H(X))  c(H(Y )) and jXj < jY j.
For the sake of completeness, we describe another two
algorithms in the following, which are greedy algorithms.
The first one is the modified MVCA. It starts with a
solution containing no labels, and each time selects a label
such that when this label is chosen the decrease in the number
of connected components is the largest.
Algorithm 3: The modified MVCA [17]
Input: A given connected undirected graph G = (V;E;L),
L = f1; : : : ; kg.
01: Let C be the set of used labels, C := ;;
02: Repeat
03: Let H be the spanning subgraph of G restricted to
edges with labels from C;
04: For all i 2 L n C do
05: Determine the number of connected components
when inserting all edges labeled by i in H;
06: End for
07: Choose label i with the smallest resulting number of
connected components: C := C [ fig;
08: Until H is connected.
Output: H
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The second is called in this paper the modified MVCA
with contraction, which has been investigated in [15].
The modified MVCA with contraction: in algorithm 3, if we
contract each connected component in H to a supernode after
step 3, then we obtain the modified MVCA with contraction.
III. APPROXIMATION PERFORMANCES OF THE (1+1) EA
AND GSEMO ON THE MLST PROBLEM
The following is the concept of approximation ratio (solu-
tion). Given a minimization problem R and an algorithm A, if
for an instance I of R, the value of the best solution obtained
in polynomial runtime by A is A(I), andmaxI2R
A(I)
OPT(I) = r,
where OPT(I) is the value of the optimal solution of I , then
we say that A achieves an r-approximation ratio (solution) for
R.
Although the MLST problem is NP-hard, we reveal that the
(1+1) EA and GSEMO guarantee to achieve an approximation
ratio for the MLSTb problem in expected polynomial runtime
with respect to n the number of nodes and k the number of
labels, and that GSEMO guarantees to obtain an approximation
ratio for the MLST problem in expected polynomial runtime
with respect to n and k.
A. The approximation guarantees of the (1+1) EA and GSE-
MO on the MLSTb problem
In this subsection, let G = (V;E; L) be an arbitrary instance
of the MLSTb problem, where jV j = n, jLj = k, and b  2,
and let OPT(G) denote the number of labels used in the global
optimum of G.
We show that the (1+1) EA and GSEMO guarantee to
achieve a b+12 -approximation ratio for G in expected poly-
nomial runtime with respect to n and k in two steps. Since
G is an arbitrary instance of the MLSTb problem, we reveal
that the (1+1) EA and GSEMO guarantee to achieve a b+12 -
approximation ratio for the MLSTb problem in expected run-
time polynomial in n and k. First, we prove that the (1+1) EA
and GSEMO starting with any initial solution find a feasible
solution for G in expected runtime polynomial in n and k,
then prove that starting with any feasible solution the (1+1)
EA and GSEMO find a b+12 -approximation solution for G in
expected polynomial runtime with respect to k by simulating
the result proved in [36].
We now prove that starting with any initial solution, the
(1+1) EA can efficiently find a feasible solution of G.
Lemma 1: The (1+1) EA starting with any initial solution
finds a feasible solution for G in expected runtime O(nk).
Proof: According to the fitness function (1), during the
optimization process of the (1+1) EA, the number of connected
components will never be increased.
Let X be the current solution of G. If X is not a feasible
solution, then the number of connected components of the
spanning subgraph H(X) is greater than one. Note that G is
connected. There must exist a label such that when it is added
to X the number of connected components will be decreased
by at least one. The probability of adding this label to X is
1
k (1   1k )k 1  1ek , which implies that in expected runtime
O(k) the number of connected components will be decreased
by at least one.
Since there are at most n connected components, a feasible
solution of G will be found by the (1+1) EA starting with any
initial solution in expected runtime O(nk).
Bru¨ggemann, Monnot, and Woeginger have proved that L-
S2N is a b+12 -approximation algorithm for the MLSTb problem
[36], so we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2: LS2N can find a feasible solution for G with at
most OPT(G)  b+12 labels.
We partition all feasible solutions of G into two disjoint sets.
One is S1 = fXjX 2 f0; 1gk, X is a feasible solution of G,
jXj  OPT(G) b+12 g, and the other is S2 = fXjX 2 f0; 1gk,
X is a feasible solution of G, jXj > OPT(G)  b+12 g.
From Lemma 2, we derive a property regarding the 2-switch
neighborhood.
Corollary 1: If X is a feasible solution of G, and X 2
S2, then there must exist a feasible solution X 0 2 2-
SWITCH(X) whose fitness value is 1 or 2 less than that
of X .
Next, we will show that starting with an arbitrary fea-
sible solution, the (1+1) EA can efficiently find a b+12 -
approximation solution of G.
Lemma 3: For G, the (1+1) EA starting with an arbitrary
feasible solution finds a b+12 -approximation solution in expect-
ed runtime O(k4).
Proof: Let X be the current feasible solution of G. By
Corollary 1, if X 2 S2, then there must exist a feasible
solution X 0 2 2-SWITCH(X) whose fitness value is 1 or
2 less than that of X . So, replacing X with X 0 decreases the
fitness value by at least 1. Since a feasible solution belonging
to S2 has at most k labels, then after at most k OPT(G) b+12
such replacing steps a feasible solution belonging to S1 will
be found.
Now, we calculate the expected runtime for the (1+1) EA to
find X 0. Since X 0 2 2-SWITCH(X) and jX 0j < jXj. There
exist three cases. The first is that X 0 is obtained by removing
one exact label from X . The second is that X 0 is obtained
by removing two exact labels from X . The third is that X 0
is obtained by removing two exact labels from X and adding
one exact label to it.
Obviously, the worst case is the third one, since in this case
three bits of X must be simultaneously flipped by the (1+1)
EA. In this case, the probability that the (1+1) EA finds X 0
is 1k3 (1   1k )k 3  1ek3 . So, the expected runtime for the
(1+1) EA to find a feasible solution X 0 2 2-SWITCH(X)
is O(k3), which means that the expected runtime for the (1+1)
EA to reduce the fitness value by at least one is O(k3).
Therefore, the expected runtime for the (1+1) EA starting
with an arbitrary feasible solution to find a b+12 -approximation
solution for G is O((k   OPT(G)  b+12 )k3) = O(k4), as
OPT(G)  b+12  k.
Combining Lemmas 1 and 3, and noting that G is an
arbitrary instance of the MLSTb problem, we obtain the
following theorem.
Theorem 1: The (1+1) EA starting with any initial solution
finds a b+12 -approximation solution for the MLSTb problem
in expected runtime O(nk + k4).
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As we will see below, GSEMO can also efficiently obtain
such an approximation solution for the MLSTb problem.
Theorem 2: GSEMO starting with any initial solution finds
a b+12 -approximation solution for the MLSTb problem in
expected runtime O(nk2 + k5).
Proof: For GSEMO, the fitness vector of any solution
X is (c(H(X)); jXj). For a given value d of jXj, there is at
most one solution in the population whose fitness vector is
(; d), so the population size is O(k) as jXj takes value from
f0; 1; : : : ; kg, where k is the number of labels contained in
the label set.
Consider the arbitrary instance G, and let X be the solution
among the population such that c(H(X)) is the minimum. If
c(H(X)) > 1, then there exists a label l such that when it is
added the number of connected components will be reduced
by at least one, as G is connected. The probability of selecting
X from the population is 
( 1k ), as the population size is O(k),
and the probability of flipping only the bit corresponding to
label l is 1k (1   1k )k 1 = 
( 1k ), so a solution X 0 such that
c(H(X 0)) is at least one less than c(H(X)) will be included
in the population in expected runtime O(k2).
Since there are at most n connected components in the
spanning subgraph induced by any solution, a feasible solution
will be included in the population in expected runtime O(nk2).
At least one feasible solution is now included in the popu-
lation. Let X be the feasible solution which has the minimum
labels among all feasible solutions in the population. If the
number of labels contained in X is greater than b+12 OPT(G),
then according to Corollary 1 there exists a feasible solution
X 0 2 2-SWITCH(X) such that jX 0j is at least one less than
jXj. According to the proof of Lemma 3, the expected runtime
to generate such a solution X 0 from X is O(k3). Since the
expected runtime to select solution X from the population is
O(k), such a solution X 0 will be included in the population
in expected runtime O(k4).
Therefore, a b+12 -approximation solution of G will be
included in the population in expected runtime O((k   b+12 
OPT(G))k4) = O(k5) once a feasible solution is found.
Hence, GSEMO starting with any initial solution will find
a b+12 -approximation solution for G in expected runtime
O(nk2 + k5). Noting that G is an arbitrary instance of the
MLSTb problem, we obtain the theorem.
B. The approximation guarantee of GSEMO on the MLST
problem
In this subsection, let G0 = (V 0; E0; L0) be an arbitrary
instance of the MLST problem, where jV 0j = n and jL0j = k,
and let OPT(G0) be the number of labels used in the minimum
label spanning tree T  of G0.
Now we analyze the approximation guarantee of GSEMO
on the MLST problem by simulating the modified MVCA
with contraction. Similar to Lemma 2 in [15], we have the
following lemma.
Lemma 4: For G0, if n  2, then there exists a label such
that the number of connected components of the spanning
subgraph restricted to edges with this label is not more than
bn(1  12OPT(G0) )c.
Proof: Note that G0 is a connected undirected graph.
Since the minimum label spanning tree T  has exactly n  1
edges, there must exist a label, say j, such that the number
of edges in T  labeled by j is at least d n 1OPT(G0)e. Hence,
the number of connected components of the spanning sub-
graph, restricted to edges with label j, is not more than
n d n 1OPT(G0)e = bn(1  1OPT(G0) )+ 1OPT(G0)c. When n  2,
we have bn(1  1OPT(G0) ) + 1OPT(G0)c  bn(1  12OPT(G0) )c.
Further, for a spanning subgraph H(X) of G0, we have the
following corollary.
Corollary 2: Let s be the number of connected components
of H(X). If s  2, then there is a label such that when it
is added to X the number of connected components will be
reduced to not more than bs(1  12OPT(G0) )c.
Proof: Contracting each connected component of H(X)
to a supernode, then G0 is converted to G00 with s nodes.
Suppose that the number of labels used in the minimum label
spanning tree of G00 is OPT(G00). According to Lemma 4,
there is a label in G00 such that the number of connected
components of the spanning subgraph, restricted to edges with
this label, is not more than bs(1   12OPT(G00) )c. Noting that
the number of labels used in the minimum label spanning tree
of G0 is OPT(G0), it is clear that OPT(G00)  OPT(G0).
Thus, bs(1  12OPT(G00) )c <bs(1  12OPT(G0) )c. In other words,
there is a label such that when it is added to X the number of
connected components of H(X) will be reduced to not more
than bs(1  12OPT(G0) )c.
Based on Corollary 2, we prove that GSEMO guarantees to
find a (2 lnn)-approximate solution for the MLST problem in
expected polynomial runtime with respect to n and k.
Theorem 3: GSEMO starting with any initial solution finds
a (2 lnn)-approximation solution for the MLST problem in
expected runtime O(k2 ln k + k3 lnn).
Proof: Consider the arbitrary instance G0 of the MLST
problem.
We first reveal that GSEMO starting with any initial so-
lution will find the all-zeros bit string for G0 in expected
runtime O(k2 ln k), then reveal that GSEMO finds a (2 lnn)-
approximation solution for G0 in expected runtime O(k3 lnn)
after the all-zeros bit string being included in the population.
Combining them, and noting that G0 is an arbitrary instance
of the MLST problem, we obtain the theorem.
We now investigate the expected runtime that GSEMO
starting with any initial solution finds the all-zeros bit string
with Pareto optimal fitness vector (n; 0). Once it is found, it
can never be removed from the population. If it is not included
in the population, then GSEMO can choose a solution X
from P which contains the minimum number of labels among
all solutions in the population with probability 
( 1k ), as the
population size is O(k). The event of flipping one of jXj
bits whose value is 1 will decrease the number of labels, and
the probability of this event is
 jXj
1

1
k (1   1k )k 1  jXjek . So,
the expected runtime that GSEMO includes a solution which
contains jXj 1 labels is O( k2jXj ). Following this way, the all-
zeros bit string will be included in the population in expected
runtime O(
P1
i=jXj
k2
i ) = O(k
2 ln jXj) = O(k2 ln k).
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Fig. 1. Instance G1.
Now, the all-zeros bit string with fitness vector (n; 0) is
included in the population. It is easy to see that n  2,
otherwise G0 is trivial. According to Corollary 2, there is a
label such that when it is added to the all-zeros bit string the
number of connected components will be reduced to not more
than n(1  12OPT(G0) ). The probability of choosing this label
is 1k (1  1k )k 1 = 
( 1k ). Since the population size is O(k), the
probability that GSEMO selects the all-zeros bit string from
P is 
( 1k ). So a solution X
1 with fitness vector (c1; 1), where
c1  bn(1  12OPT(G0) )c  n(1  12OPT(G0) ) can be included
in the population in expected runtime O(k2).
If c1  2, then there is still a label such that when it is
added to X1 the number of connected components will be
reduced to not more than n(1  12OPT(G0) )2. So a solution X2
with fitness vector (c2; 2), where c2  n(1  12OPT(G0) )2 can
be included in the population in expected runtime O(k2) after
X1 being included in the population.
Similarly, suppose that solution Xh 1 with fitness vector
(ch 1; h   1), where ch 1  n(1   12OPT(G0) )h 1, has now
been included in the population. If ch 1  2, then a solution
Xh with fitness vector (ch; h), where ch  n(1  12OPT(G0) )h,
will be included in the population in expected runtime O(k2)
after Xh 1 being included in the population.
Note that when h = 2 OPT(G0)  lnn, n(1  12OPT(G0) )h 
1. So, a connected spanning subgraph with at most 2 
OPT(G0)lnn labels will be finally included in the population
in expected runtime O(hk2) = O(2  OPT(G0)  k2 lnn) =
O(k3 lnn) after the all-zeros bit string being included in the
population.
TABLE I
APPROXIMATION PERFORMANCES OF THE (1+1) EA AND GSEMO. ‘r’
AND ‘—’ REFER TO THE APPROXIMATION RATIO AND UNKNOWN,
RESPECTIVELY.
The (1+1) EA GSEMO
r Runtime r Runtime
MLSTb
b+1
2
O(nk + k4) b+1
2
O(nk2 + k5)
MLST — — 2 lnn O(k2 ln k + k3 lnn)
Table I summarizes the approximation performances of the
(1+1) EA and GSEMO for the minimum label spanning tree
problem. For the MLSTb problem, the (1+1) EA and GSEMO
can efficiently achieve a b+12 -approximation ratio. However,
the order of the upper bound on the expected runtime of
GSEMO is higher than that of the (1+1) EA. This is because
that GSEMO has to select a promising solution to mutate from
a population of size O(k). For the MLST problem, GSEMO
efficiently achieves a (2 lnn)-approximation ratio, but the
approximation performance of the (1+1) EA is unknown.
IV. PERFORMANCES OF THE (1+1) EA AND GSEMO ON
FOUR INSTANCES
In this section, we first present an instance where GSEMO
outperforms the (1+1) EA, then we show that the (1+1) EA and
GSEMO outperform local search algorithms on three instances
of the MLST problem.
A. An instance where GSEMO outperforms the (1+1) EA
In this subsection, we construct an instance G1 =
fV1; E1; L1g on which GSEMO is superior to the (1+1) EA,
where L1 = f1; : : : ; kg.
Given (0 <  < 12 ), we construct instance G1 as follows.
For simplicity, we assume that k is an integer, thus (1 )k
is also an integer. First, we construct (1  )k subgraphs G01,
: : :, G0(1 )k. G
0
i(1  i  (1 )k) contains a (k 1)-sided
regular polygon whose edges are all labeled by the same label
k+ i and an inner node in the center of this regular polygon.
Since the number of sides of a regular polygon is at least
3, k   1  3, i.e., k  4. From the inner node of G0i,
(k   1) edges labeled by from 1 to k   1 connect to the
k   1 outer nodes vi1, vi2, : : :, vi;k 1. Then three edges
are connected from G0i (1  i  (1   )k   1) to G0i+1: the
first one labeled by k + i is from the inner node of G0i to
outer node vi+1;1 of G0i+1, the second one labeled by k+i is
from outer node vi1 of G0i to outer node vi+1;1 of G
0
i+1, and
the third one labeled by k is from the inner node of G0i to
the inner node of G0i+1. Finally, v0 is connected to the inner
node and v(1 )k;1 of G0(1 )k with two edges labeled by k,
and v0 is also connected to the inner node of G01 with an edge
labeled by k. Figure 1 shows instance G1.
When 0 <  < 1=2, X1 = (
kz }| {
1; : : : ; 1;
(1 )kz }| {
0; : : : ; 0) is the global
optimum of G1. X l1 = (
kz }| {
0; : : : ; 0;
(1 )kz }| {
1; : : : ; 1) is a local optimum
for LS2N. Since X1 is the only one feasible solution that con-
tains fewer labels thanX l1. However, jX l1 X1 j = (1 )k and
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jX1  X l1j = k, which implies that X1 62 2-SWITCH(X l1)
as k  4 and (1  )k > k.
For instance G1, the expected runtime for the (1+1) EA to
jump out of X l1 is exponential.
Theorem 4: For instance G1, starting with X l1, the expected
runtime for the (1+1) EA to find the global optimum is

(kk).
Proof: For instance G1, when the current solution is X l1,
the (1+1) EA only accepts the event that adds all k labels
from f1; : : : ; kg and simultaneously removes more than k
labels from fk + 1; : : : ; kg. So, the probability of escaping
from the local optimum isPk 2k
i=1
 
k k
k+i

( 1k )
2k+i(1  1k )k 2k i
= ( 1k )
k
Pk 2k
i=1
 
k k
k+i

( 1k )
k+i(1  1k )k 2k i
< ( 1k )
k.
This is because
Pk 2k
i=1
 
k k
k+i

( 1k )
k+i(1  1k )k 2k i
<
Pk 2k
i=1
 
k k
k+i

( 1k )
k+i(1  1k )k 2k i
+
P0
i= k
 
k k
k+i

( 1k )
k+i(1  1k )k 2k i
=
Pk k
i=0
 
k k
i

( 1k )
i(1  1k )k k i = 1.
Thus, starting with X l1, the expected runtime for the (1+1)
EA to find the global optimum of G1 is 
(kk).
While the (1+1) EA needs an expected exponential runtime
to jump out of X l1, GSEMO can efficiently find the global
optimum for instance G1.
Theorem 5: For instance G1, GSEMO finds the global
optimum in expected runtime O(k2 ln k).
Proof: We first determine the expected runtime that
GSEMO starting with any initial solution finds the all-zeros
solution. Then we determine the expected runtime that starting
with the all-zeros solution GSEMO produces the whole Pareto
front.
Adding a label from L01 = f1; : : : ; kg to the all-zeros bit
string can reduce the number of connected components by
(1   )k, while adding a label from L001 = fk + 1; : : : ; kg
can reduce the number of connected components by k. Note
that when 0 <  < 1=2, (1   )k is larger than k. Hence,
the Pareto front contains k+1 Pareto optimal solutions with
fitness vectors (n; 0), (n (1 )k; 1), : : :, (n (1 )jk; j),
: : :, (1; k), respectively. It is clear that the population size is
O(k).
It has been proved in Theorem 3 that the expected runtime
for GSEMO starting with any initial solution to include the
all-zeros bit string in the population is O(k2 ln k).
Now we calculate the expected runtime to produce the
whole Pareto front after the all-zeros bit string being found.
The worst case is from the all-zeros bit string to produce
the whole Pareto front. Suppose that now in the population,
there is a Pareto optimal solution X with fitness vector
(n   (1   )jk; j), which has the maximum number of
labels. Another Pareto optimal solution with fitness vector
(n   (1   )(j + 1)k; j + 1) can be produced by adding a
label from L01 which is not in X . The probability of adding
this label is
 
k j
1

1
k (1   1k )k 1  k jek . This implies that
the expected runtime is O( ek
2
k j ), as the expected runtime
that GSEMO selects X from P is O(k). So, considering the
worst case of starting with the all-zeros bit string, the expected
runtime for GSEMO to produce the whole Pareto front isPk 1
j=0
ek2
k j= O(k
2lnk).
B. An instance where the (1+1) EA and GSEMO outperform
ERA
ERA is a local search algorithm. It takes an arbitrary
spanning tree as input, then considers each non-tree edge and
tests whether the number of used labels can be reduced by
adding this non-tree edge and deleting a tree edge on the
induced cycle.
In this subsection, we show that the (1+1) EA and GSEMO
outperform ERA on an instance proposed by Krumke and
Wirth [15], which is denoted by G2 in this paper.
This instance can be constructed in two steps. First, a star
shaped graph is constructed by selecting one node out of n
nodes and connecting it to the other n  1 nodes with n  1
edges, which are labeled by n   1 distinct labels: 1, 2, : : :,
n   1. Second, a complete graph is constructed by adding
edges with the same label k to the star shaped graph. Thus,
we get a complete graph G2 = (V2; E2; L2), where jV2j = n,
jE2j = n(n 1)=2, and L2 = f1; 2; : : : ; kg is the set of labels.
It is clear that jL2j = k and k = n. Figure 2 shows an example
with n = 5, where the dashed edges construct a spanning tree
with the minimum number of labels.
1
2 3
4
5
5
5
5
55
Fig. 2. An example of instance G2 with n = 5.
For instance G2, the global optimum X2 = (x

21; : : : ; x

2k)
contains two labels: one comes from f1; : : : ; k   1g and the
other is label k, i.e., jX2 j = 2,
Pk 1
i=1 x

2i = 1, and x

2k = 1.
Krumke and Wirth used instance G2 to demonstrate that
ERA might perform as badly as possible. In fact, X l2 =
(
k 1z }| {
1; : : : ; 1; 0) is a local optimum for ERA, since starting with
X l2 the number of labels used in H(X
l
2) cannot be reduced
by adding any non-tree edge and deleting a tree edge on the
induced cycle. The local optimum uses k 1 labels, while the
global optimum uses only 2 labels. However, the (1+1) EA
can efficiently solve instance G2.
Theorem 6: For instance G2, the (1+1) EA starting with
any initial solution finds a global optimum in expected runtime
O(k ln k).
Proof: For simplicity, let L02 denote the label set
f1; : : : ; k   1g.
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Let A = fXjc(H(X) = 1; xk = 1; 2  jXj  k   1g,
i.e., a solution X 2 A contains label k and at least one but at
most k  2 labels from L02. Obviously, any solution X 2 A is
feasible.
To find a global optimum, a solution X 2 A should
be found first. Once a solution X 2 A has been found,
the global optimum can be found by removing all jXj   2
redundant labels from L02. Once such a label is removed from
X , it cannot be added anymore. According to the Coupon
Collector’s theorem [39], all redundant labels contained in X
will be removed in expected runtime O(k ln k).
In order to analyze the expected runtime to find a solution
X 2 A, we further partition all solutions that do not belong
to A into five disjoint subsets B1, B2, B3, B4, B5:
B1 = fXjc(H(X)) = 1, jXj = k, and xk = 1g;
B2 = fXjc(H(X)) = 1, jXj = k   1, and xk = 0g;
B3 = fXjc(H(X)) > 1, 1  jXj  k   2, and xk = 0g;
B4 = fXjc(H(X)) > 1, jXj = 1, and xk = 1g;
B5 = fXjc(H(X)) > 1, jXj = 0g.
If X 2 B1, then X will be transformed into A by removing
one label from L02. The probability of this event is
 
k 1
1

1
k (1 
1
k )
k 1 = 
(1), which implies that the expected runtime is
O(1).
If X 2 B2, then X will be transformed into A by adding
label k and simultaneously removing one label from L02. The
probability of this event is
 
k 1
1

( 1k )
2(1   1k )k 2 = 
( 1k ),
which implies that the expected runtime is O(k).
If X 2 B3(B4), then X will be transformed into A by
adding label k (one label from L02). The probability of this
event is 1k (1  1k )k 1 = 
( 1k )
 
k 1
1

1
k (1  1k )k 1 = 
(1)

,
which implies that the expected runtime is O(k).
If X 2 B5, then X will be transformed into A by simulta-
neously adding label k and a label from L02. The probability is 
k 1
1

( 1k )
2(1  1k )k 2 = 
( 1k ), which implies that the expected
runtime is O(k).
So, any solution will be transformed into A in expected
runtime O(k).
Combining the expected runtime to remove all redundant
labels contained in a solution belonging to A, the expected
runtime for the (1+1) EA starting with any initial solution to
find a global optimum is O(k ln k).
As shown in the following theorem, GSEMO can also
efficiently solve instance G2.
Theorem 7: For instance G2, GSEMO starting with any
initial solution finds a global optimum in expected runtime
O(k2 ln k).
Proof: Let L02 denote the label set f1; : : : ; k   1g. The
optimization process consists of two independent phases: the
first phase lasts until a solution with fitness vector (1; ), i.e., a
feasible solution, is included in the population, and the second
phase ends when a global optimum is found.
We now analyze the expected runtime of the first phase.
Let X be the solution with fitness vector (c(H(X)); jXj),
where c(H(X)) is the minimum among all solutions in the
population. If c(H(X)) > 1, then there are three cases. The
first one is that X contains no label, the second is that X
contains label k but no label from L02, and the third is that X
contains at least one but at most k  2 labels from L02 and no
label k.
For all three cases, a solution with fitness vector (1; ) will
be included in expected runtime O(k2), since the probability
of selecting X from P is 
( 1k ), and the probability of
transforming X into a solution with fitness vector (1; ) is

( 1k ).
Once a solution with fitness vector (1; ) is included in
the population, we show that a global optimum will be found
in expected runtime O(k2 ln k). To this end, we partition the
second phase into two subphases: the first subphase lasts until
a solution belonging to A = fXjxk = 1; 2  jXj  k   1g
is found, i.e, such a solution contains label k and at least one
but at most k   2 labels from L02, the second subphase ends
when a global optimum is found.
If a solution X with fitness vector (1; ) and X 62 A, then
there are two cases needed to be considered: the first is that
X contains label k and all labels from L02, and the other is
that X contains all labels from L02 excluding label k.
For the first case, removing anyone of labels from L02
will transform X into A. The probability of this event is 
k 1
1

1
k (1   1k )k 1 = 
(1), which implies that the expected
runtime is O(1). For the second case, removing one label from
L02 and simultaneously adding label k will transformX into A.
The probability of this event is
 
k 1
1

( 1k )
2(1  1k )k 2 = 
( 1k ),
which implies that the expected runtime is O(k). Noting that
the probability of selecting X from the population is 
( 1k ),
a solution belonging to A will be included in the population
in expected runtime O(k2) after a solution with fitness vector
(1; ) being included.
Now at least one solution belonging to A is included in
the population. Let X be the solution which has the mini-
mum number of labels among all solutions in the population
belonging to A. If X is not the global optimum of G2, then
the global optimum will be found by removing all jXj   2
redundant labels from L02. Once such a label is removed from
X , it cannot be added anymore. According to the Coupon
Collector’s theorem [39], all redundant labels will be removed
in expected runtime O(k ln k), and the probability of selecting
X from P is 
( 1k ), so a global optimum will be found in
expected runtime O(k2 ln k).
Altogether, GSEMO starting with any initial solution finds
a global optimum in expected runtime O(k2 ln k).
C. An instance where the (1+1) EA and GSEMO outperform
LS2N
Bru¨ggemann, Monnot, and Woeginger proposed an instance,
denoted by G3 in this paper, to show that there exists a local
optimum with respect to LS2N [36].
As shown in Figure 3, this instance is a graph G3 =
(V3; E3; L3), where V3 = ( v0, x0, x1, : : :, xk 4, y0, y1,
: : :, yk 4), L3 = (1, 2, : : :, k), jV3j = 2k 5, jE3j = 4k 12,
and jL3j = k. Figure 4 shows the minimum label spanning
tree.
In this instance, the global optimum is X3 = (
k 2z }| {
0; : : : ; 0, 1,
1).
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Fig. 3. Instance G3.
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Fig. 4. The MLST of instance G3.
LS2N might be trapped in the local optimum which contains
labels 1, 2, : : :, k 2. In fact, to jump out of this local optimum,
at least three labels from f1; 2; : : : ; k  2g should be removed
and simultaneously two labels k   1 and k should be added,
but the resulting solution is not in the 2-switch neighborhood
of the local optimum. Hence, L2SN may not find the global
optimum ofG3. However, the (1+1) EA is efficient for instance
G3.
Theorem 8: For instanceG3, the (1+1) EA starting with any
initial solution finds the global optimum in expected runtime
O(k2).
Proof: Let L03 denote the label set f1; : : : ; k 2g, and let
C = fXjc(H(X)) = 1; xk 1 = 1; xk = 1; 2  jXj  k  1g,
i.e, a solution X 2 C contains labels k  1 and k and at most
k   3 labels from L03.
Note that the global optimum contains only two labels k 1
and k. The optimization process consists of two independent
phases: the first phase lasts until a solution X 2 C is
constructed from an arbitrary solution, and the second phase
ends when all jXj  2 redundant labels from L03 are removed.
For analyzing the expected runtime of finding a solution
X 2 C, we partition all solutions that do not belong to C into
seven disjoint subsets D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7:
D1 = fXjc(H(X) = 1; xk 1 = 0; xk = 0; jXj = k   2g;
D2 = fXjc(H(X) = 1; xk 1 = 0; xk = 1; jXj = k   2 or
jXj = k   1g;
D3 = fXjc(H(X) = 1; xk 1 = 1; xk = 0; jXj = k   2 or
jXj = k   1g;
D4 = fXjc(H(X) = 1; xk 1 = 1; xk = 1; jXj = kg;
D5 = fXjc(H(X) > 1; xk 1 = 0; xk = 0g;
D6 = fXjc(H(X) > 1; xk 1 = 0; xk = 1g;
D7 = fXjc(H(X) > 1; xk 1 = 1; xk = 0g.
If X 2 D1, then X will be transformed into C by adding
labels k 1, k, and simultaneously removing three labels from
L03. The probability of this event is
 
k 2
3

( 1k )
5(1   1k )k 5=

( 1k2 ), which implies that the expected runtime is O(k
2).
If X 2 D2(D3), then X will be transformed into C by
adding label k   1 (k) and simultaneously removing two
labels from L03. The probability of this event is
 
k 3
2

( 1k )
3(1 
1
k )
k 3 = 
( 1k ), which implies that the expected runtime is
O(k).
If X 2 D4, then X will be transformed into C by removing
a label from L03. The probability of this event is
 
k 2
1

1
k (1 
1
k )
k 1 = 
(1), which implies that the expected runtime is
O(1).
If X 2 D5, then X will be transformed into C by
simultaneously adding labels k   1 and k. The probability
of this event is ( 1k )
2(1   1k )k 2= 
( 1k2 ), which implies that
the expected runtime is O(k2).
If X 2 D6(D7), then X will be transformed into C by
adding label k  1 (k). The probability of this event is 1k (1 
1
k )
k 1= 
( 1k ), which implies that the expected runtime is
O(k).
So, a solution belonging to C will be found in expected
runtime O(k2).
In the second phase, removing each label contained in a
solution belonging to C which is from L03 will reduce the
fitness value, and once it is removed it cannot be added
anymore. According to the Coupon Collectors theorem [39],
the second phase ends in expected runtime O(k ln k).
Altogether, the expected runtime for the (1+1) EA starting
with any initial solution to find the global optimum is O(k2).
GSEMO is also efficient for instance G3.
Theorem 9: For instance G3, the expected runtime for
GSEMO starting with any initial solution to find the global
optimum is O(k2 ln k).
Proof: We first analyze the runtime that the all-zeros
solution is found by GSEMO starting with an arbitrary so-
lution, then analyze the runtime that the global optimum is
found by GSEMO once the all-zeros solution is included in
the population.
It has been proved in Theorem 3 that the expected runtime
for GSEMO starting with any initial solution to find the all-
zeros bit string is O(k2 ln k).
Once the all-zeros bit string is included in the population,
the Pareto optimal solution X1 with fitness vector (k   2; 1)
will be found by adding label k   1 or k to the all-zeros bit
string. Since the probability that GSEMO selects the all-zeros
bit string from P is 
( 1k ), and the probability of only flipping
a bit corresponding to anyone of such labels is 2k (1  1k )k 1 =

( 1k ). So, X
1 will be included in the population in expected
runtime O(k2) after the all-zeros bit string being included.
Then the global optimum X3 with fitness vector (1; 2) will
be found by adding the remaining label from fk   1; kg to
solution X1, and the expected runtime to produce solution
X3 from solution X
1 is also O(k2).
Therefore, the expected runtime for GSEMO starting with
any initial solution to find the global optimum is O(k2 ln k).
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D. An instance where the (1+1) EA and GSEMO outperform
the modified MVCA
In this subsection, we show that the (1+1) EA and GSEMO
outperform the modified MVCA on an instance proposed by
Xiong, Golden, and Wasil [17], which is denoted by G4 in
this paper.
Given the bound of the labels’ frequency b(b  2), let n =
b  b! + 1. We construct G4 = (V4; E4; L4) as follows, where
V4 = f1; 2; : : : ; ng, jV4j = n, and L4 = Ib[Ib 1[: : :[I2[I 0.
We construct b! groups from V4, each containing b+1 nodes:
V 01 = f1; 2; : : : ; b+ 1g,
V 02 = fb+ 1; b+ 2; : : : ; 2b+ 1g,
: : :
V 0j = f(j   1)b+ 1; (j   1)b+ 2; : : : ; jb+ 1g,
: : :
V 0b! = f(b!  1)b+ 1; (b!  1)b+ 2; : : : ; b!b+ 1g.
In V 0j (j = 1; 2; : : : ; b!), all pairs of consecutive nodes ((j 
1)b+1; (j 1)b+2), : : :, (jb; jb+1) are connected by b edges,
and all these b edges are labeled by one label. Thus, b! labels
are needed, which constitute the label set I 0.
In each V 0j , node (j   1)b + 1 is connected to nodes (j  
1)b+ 3, : : :, jb+ 1. The label subset Ih (h = b; b  1; : : : ; 2)
is obtained as follows. We choose edge ((j   1)b + 1; (j  
1)b+ 1+ h) in each V 0j , so there are b! such edges. We label
the first h edges with one label, and the next h edges with
a second label, and so on. So, b!h labels are needed, and they
construct Ih.
Hence, jIhj = b!h (h = b; b   1; : : : ; 2), jI 0j = b!, and the
total number of labels k =
Pb
j=2
b!
j + b!. The edges with b!
labels from I 0 construct the minimum label spanning tree, so in
this instance the global optimum is X4 = (
Pb
j=2
b!
jz }| {
0; : : : ; 0;
b!z }| {
1; : : : ; 1).
Figure 5 shows an example with b = 4, where the dashed
edges construct the spanning tree with the minimum number
of labels.
Xiong, Golden, and Wasil used this instance to show that
the modified MVCA may obtain a solution using all labels
from Ib [ Ib 1 [ : : : [ I2 [ I 0, which is Hb-approximation
solution, where Hb =
Pb
i=1
1
i . However, the (1+1) EA can
efficiently find the global optimum of instance G4.
Theorem 10: For instance G4, the (1+1) EA starting with
any initial solution finds the global optimum in expected
runtime O(nk), where n = b  b! + 1, k = Pbj=2 b!j + b!,
and b is the maximum frequency of the labels.
Proof: The optimization process consists of two indepen-
dent phases. The first phase ends when the (1+1) EA finds a
feasible solution, and the second phase lasts until the (1+1)
EA removes all redundant labels from f1; 2; : : : ;Pbj=2 b!j g.
Let X be the current solution. Note that a feasible solution
contains all labels from I 0. If X is not a feasible solution,
then there must exist a bit xh from fxij
Pb
j=2
b!
j + 1  i Pb
j=2
b!
j +b!g whose value is 0. So, the (1+1) EA can decrease
the number of connected components by at least one with
probability 1k (1   1k )k 1  1ek . This is the probability of the
event that bit xh is flipped from 0 to 1 and the other bits
keep unchanged. Hence, the expected runtime to decrease the
number of connected components from n to 1 is O(nk), i.e.,
a feasible solution will be found by the (1+1) EA in expected
runtime O(nk).
Once a feasible solution X is found, each bit from
fxij
Pb
j=2
b!
j + 1  i 
Pb
j=2
b!
j + b!g takes value 1, and
the flippings of them cannot be accepted by the (1+1) EA, as
such flippings will create a disconnected spanning subgraph.
For each bit xi(1  i 
Pb
j=2
b!
j ), if xi = 1, then it can be
flipped from 1 to 0, since this will decrease the fitness value;
otherwise, its flipping cannot be accepted by the (1+1) EA,
as this will increase the fitness value. So, when all bits have
been selected at least once to flip, the global optimum will be
found. According to the Coupon Collector’s theorem [39], the
expected runtime for this to happen is O(k ln k).
Hence, the expected runtime for the (1+1) EA starting with
any initial solution to find the global optimum is O(nk+k ln k)
= O(nk). Note that n = b  b! + 1 > k = b!(1 + 12 + : : :+ 1b ),
and k > ln k. So, n > ln k, and nk > k ln k.
GSEMO can solve instance G4 in expected runtime poly-
nomial in k.
Theorem 11: For instance G4, GSEMO starting with any
initial solution finds the global optimum in expected runtime
O(k3).
Proof: The optimization process consists of two phases.
The first phase lasts until GSEMO starting with any initial
solution finds a solution with fitness vector (1; ), and the
second phase ends when GSEMO finds the global optimum.
Note that a connected spanning subgraph contains all labels
from I 0. If X is a solution such that c(H(X)) > 1, then at
least one label from I 0 is not contained in it, and the number
of connected components can be decreased by adding such a
label.
We now analyze the expected runtime that GSEMO starting
with any initial solution finds a solution with fitness vector
(1; ). If such a solution has not been included in the popu-
lation, then there is a solution X from P such that c(H(X))
is the minimal, and adding some label l from I 0 to X will
reduce the number of connected components. The probability
that GSEMO chooses X from P is 
( 1k ), as the population
size is O(k), and the probability of flipping only the bit
corresponding to label l is 1k (1  1k )k 1 = 
( 1k ), so a solution
with a smaller number of connected components will be found
in expected runtime O(k2). After all labels from I 0 being
added, a connected spanning subgraph will be constructed.
Thus a solution with fitness vector (1; ) will included in
expected runtime O(b!k2) = O(k3).
Now at least one solution with fitness vector (1; ) is
included in the population. Let X be the solution which has
the minimum number of labels among all solutions in the
population with fitness vector (1; ). If X is not the global
optimum of G4, then GSEMO can finish the second phase by
removing all redundant labels from Ib [ Ib 1 [ : : :[ I2. Since
the probability of selecting X form P is 
( 1k ), and removing
all redundant labels needs an expected runtime O(k ln k), the
global optimum will be found in expected runtime O(k2 ln k).
Combining the expected runtime in two phases, we finish
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Fig. 5. Instance G4 with b=4.
the proof.
TABLE II
UPPER BOUNDS ON THE EXPECTED RUNTIME OF THE (1+1) EA, GSEMO,
ERA, LS2N, AND THE MODIFIED MVCA TO FIND THE GLOBAL OPTIMA
ON FOUR INSTANCES. ‘—’ AND ‘INF’ MEAN UNKNOWN AND INFINITE,
RESPECTIVELY.
Instance G1 Instance G2 Instance G3 Instance G4
The (1+1) EA 
(kk) O(k ln k) O(k2) O(nk)
GSEMO O(k2 ln k) O(k2 ln k) O(k2 ln k) O(k3)
ERA — Inf — —
LS2N — — Inf —
The modified MVCA — — — Inf
Note: 
(kk) is the lower bound on the expected runtime that the (1+1) EA
starting with the given initial solution Xl1 finds the global optimum of G1.
Table II shows that GSEMO outperforms the (1+1) EA on
G1. This is mainly because that GSEMO behaves greedily.
It also shows that ERA (LS2N, the modified MVCA) may
be trapped in the local optimum of G2 (G3, G4), thus it cannot
efficiently solve G2 (G3, G4). However, the (1+1) EA and
GSEMO can efficiently solve them.
This theoretically shows that EAs outperform local search
algorithms on some instances. The reason is that EAs are
global search algorithms as they use global mutation, while a
local search algorithm searches the neighborhood of a current
solution, thus it may be trapped in a local optimum.
Nevertheless, local search algorithms are not always worse
than EAs.
For example, the modified MVCA can efficiently solve
instance G2. Recall that the modified MVCA begins with the
all-zeros bit string, then chooses at each step a label such
that when this label is chosen the decrease in the number of
connected components is the largest. Therefore, the modified
MVCA first tests all labels and chooses label k, as when it is
chosen the decrease in the number of connected components
is the largest. Next, the modified MVCA tests the remaining
k   1 labels: 1, 2, : : :, k   1, and randomly chooses one of
them as the decrease in the number of connected components
is the same when each of them is chosen. Hence, a global
optimum of G2 is found by the modified MVCA in runtime
2k 1 which is superior to that of the (1+1) EA and GSEMO.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the performances of the (1+1)
EA and GSEMO for the minimum label spanning tree prob-
lem. We reveal that the (1+1) EA and GSEMO can guarantee
to achieve some approximation ratios for the MLST problem.
This gives a nice example to show that EAs can guarantee
to achieve some certain approximation ratios for difficult NP-
hard problems. We also theoretically show that the (1+1) EA
and GSEMO defeat local search algorithms on some instances,
and that GSEMO outperforms the (1+1) EA on an instance.
On the MLSTb problem, the (1+1) EA and GSEMO
achieve the same approximation ratio of b+12 . To find a
b+1
2 -
approximation solution for the MLSTb problem, the upper
bound on the expected runtime of GSEMO is larger than that
of the (1+1) EA. However, we still have no idea how to obtain
the lower bounds on their runtime for such an approximation
ratio.
As for the approximation ratio of the (1+1) EA on the
MLST problem, we still know nothing about it. Apart from
this, since the (1+1) EA and GSEMO are randomized algo-
rithms, it is natural to ask whether they can achieve better
approximate ratios than those guaranteed by some other algo-
rithms or not.
Usually, EAs in practice use a population of individuals, and
in order to retain the diversity of individuals an appropriate
population size is needed, which is different from the (1+1)
EA using only one individual. Thus, the performance analysis
of population-based EAs is an important research topic, e.g.,
[19], [40], [41], [42].
How do population-based EAs such as (+) EAs perform
on the MLST problem? Are they better than the (1+1) EA?
Crossover is usually an important operator for population-
based EAs. Several theoretical investigations have recently
proven that crossover is essential or useful on some problems,
e.g., [43], [44]. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate
the performance of the population-based EA using not only
mutation but also crossover on the MLST problem.
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